
Now a couple months into the enforcement of MAUCRSA, Sacramento's chief of cannabis policy and enforcement Joseph Devlin says he's glad
the new law is in place and the rules for those who wish to become adult users are clearer. Devlin, who's toured A Therapeutic Alternative and
worked with Cargile throughout the years, says although members of the government and marijuana industry are collaborating, they're not always
in agreement. But who better to learn from than those who've lived and breathed this fight for so long?

"We're not always at odds, and we're not always aligned. In the case of [Cargile], I think she has a very altruistic approach and holistic approach to cannabis,

and it's community-centric and specifically patient-centric," Devlin says. "I have spent time getting to know her and getting to know the industry, and I think the

only way to effectively regulate an industry is to put myself in her shoes so that the regulations are meaningful and effective."

Although adult use now is legal in California, users still must follow a handful of basic rules to comply with the law. They must be at least 21 years
old to partake in cannabis products. No, a person cannot spark a joint at a popular restaurant and bar. Yes, employers still have the right to a drug-
free workplace. And as far as the amount an individual can carry on his or her person, that's one ounce of cured flowers or eight grams of
concentrates such as oil, capsules, or tinctures.

But the most important rule to bear in mind when partaking in some legal bud? It must be lit or consumed within a private residence, so avoid
smoking while in public and especially while driving a vehicle.

A state economist study found that in 2016, the Sacramento Valley produced 1 million pounds of marijuana, with 77 percent of that coming from
outdoor cultivation. The same study revealed that California produced 13.5 million pounds of marijuana, and the retail sales value of the state's
industry was an estimated $2.4 billion.

Homegrown medicine

The morning that adult use became legal, Deanna Garcia, cultivator and director at Alternative Outlet in Sacramento, attended the morning ribbon-
cutting ceremony at A Therapeutic Alternative. Her farm provides cannabis flowers not only to ATA, but also seven other dispensaries and four
manufacturers in California. Garcia also is a board member of Yolo County Farms, a high-CBD farm in Yolo County. Additionally, she is a board
member and chief financial officer for both Dixon Wellness, a medical collective in the city of Dixon, and Nevada County Wellness.

Growing cannabis for more than 20 years, Garcia got emotional from the public response that she witnessed at ATA's ribbon-cutting ceremony.

"I was crying. I was standing out there crying," Garcia says. "I cannot believe that everybody who's over 21 now gets to use the medicine because
regardless whether you call it a medicine or not, you're medicating. You're medicating to fix something, whether it's your anxiety, your stomachache,
your depression, your headache, your aches."

She recalls the days when only one hydroponics store could be found in Sacramento where farmers could buy the equipment needed to
successfully produce healthy marijuana plants. Now, she says, an abundance of helpful hydroponics businesses exist throughout the region.

Garcia says every bit of her plant is used, from the leaves to the trim, and, of course, the flowers. Alternative Outlet's main focus is high CBD
strains — such as Ringo, Charlotte's Web, or AC/DC — because, she says, they're pure medicine that people use for varying degrees of illnesses.
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